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U.S. stocks closed lower Friday, with the 
Dow pressured by a plunge in the shares of 
Boeing and Johnson and Johnson, after a 
good start to the third quarter corporate 
earnings season, despite worries about 
global economic growth.

After a report that Boeing failed to turn over 
communications between its employees 
during the certification of the grounded 737 
Max jet, Boeing BA shares plunged, 
accounting for about 60 percent of the fall 
in the price-weighted Dow Jones Industrial 
Average, erasing its gains for the week.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average DJIA shed 
255.68 points, or 0.95%, at 26,770.2, while 
the S&P 500 index SPX lost 11.75 points or 
0.39% at 2,986.2 and the Nasdaq Composite 
Index COMP fell 67.31 points or 0.83% to 

8,089.54. All told, stocks ended the week 
less than 3% from their record closes, 
according to Dow Jones Market Data. 

Stocks ended with small gains Thursday, 
with the Dow up 23.9 points, or 0.1%, at 
27,025.88 after flipping between positive 
and negative territory. The S&P 500 gained 
8.26 points, or 0.3%, to close at 2,997.95, 
while the Nasdaq Composite advanced 
32.67 points, or 0.4%, to finish at 8,156.85.
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Information included above as well as individual companies and/or securities mentioned should not be construed as investment advice, 
recommendation to buy or sell or an indication of trading intent on behalf of anyone associated with Park 10 Financial, LLC. Information 
contained in this newsletter is based on sources believed to be reliable; however, their accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. 

Brexit  deal m aint ains signif icant  hurdles

Negotiators from the United Kingdom and 
European Union drafted a Brexit deal in 
last-minute talks on Thursday, although there 
is some doubt as to whether British 
lawmakers will approve the agreement over 
the weekend. EU leaders reviewed the 
withdrawal agreement at their summit on 
Thursday and Friday, and UK lawmakers will 
vote on it on Saturday. It is believed that the 
deal will include a rule by which Northern 
Ireland will remain part of the UK's customs 
territory and be the entry point into the EU?s 
single market (with no regulatory or customs 
checks at the border between the Republic of 
Ireland and Northern Ireland). However, the 
Northern Irish Democratic Unionist Party said 
it would not support the deal, which puts its 
passage in jeopardy. A no-deal result could 
lead to a Brexit extension and UK elections.

China seeks addit ional t alks pr ior  t o 
signing phase-one t rade agreem ent

China wants another round of talks before 
signing what President Trump called the first 
phase of a trade deal between the two 
nations. While details of the additional trade 
talks appear unclear, it is possible they could 
happen before the end of October. As part of 
the deal proposal reached last week, China will 
address intellectual property concerns raised 
by the United States and buy $40 billion to $50 

billion worth of US agricultural products. In 
exchange, the US has agreed to suspend a 
tariff increase on at least $250 billion of 
Chinese goods ?  from 25% to 30% ?  set to 
take effect this week. A tariff hike 
implemented in September was not rolled 
back, and plans for another hike just before 
the Christmas holiday on December 15th 
remain in place. China requested that the 
tariffs end before it signs the deal. The country 
reported GDP growth of 6% in the third 
quarter, which represented its slowest 
expansion since 1992.

IMF cut s wor ldw ide grow t h forecast s on 
t rade war

The International Monetary Fund warned that 
the US?China trade war could cause 2019 
global growth to fall to its slowest pace since 
the financial crisis, and that the outlook could 
darken further if trade tensions remain 
unresolved. The World Economic Outlook 
report details economic difficulties caused by 
US?China tariffs, including direct costs, market 
chaos, reduced investment and lower 
productivity due to supply chain disruptions. 
The IMF's latest projections are for 2019 GDP 
growth of 3.0%, down from 3.2% in July.

Syria ceasefire short-lived amid US moves

The US and Turkey agreed to a five-day Turkish 
truce on Thursday, only days after the 
country?s forces launched an offensive in 
northern Syria. However, fighting reportedly 
continued on Friday in the northeast Syrian 
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border town of Ras al-Ain as Turkey continued 
to pound civilian areas and restrict medical aid 
in the middle of its fight with Kurdish forces. 
Earlier in the week, US President Donald 
Trump signed an executive order sanctioning 
Turkish officials, hiking tariffs up to 50% on 
Turkish steel and halting trade talks with the 
country, but has since cancelled those levies. 
The retaliatory measures followed the recent 
withdrawal of US troops from Syria?s northern 
border with Turkey, which enabled Turkish 
forces to launch an offensive against Kurdish 
forces in Syria.

EARNINGS NEWS

With 15% of the constituents of the S&P 500 
Index having reported for Q3 2019, blended 
earnings per share (which combines reported 
data with estimates for those who have yet to 
report) shows that earnings growth is running 
at a -4.8% year-over-year pace while revenues 
are seen rising 2.7% compared with the same 
quarter a year ago, according to FactSet 
Research. Out of the more than 70 S&P 500 
companies that have reported third-quarter 
earnings this week, 81% have posted 
better-than-expected results.

American Express AXP earned $2.08 per 
share for the third quarter, 5 cents a share 
above estimates and revenue also came in 
above analysts? forecast.

Coca-Cola KO reported adjusted quarterly 
profit of 56 cents per share, in line with 
forecasts but revenue was higher than 
expected. Coca-Cola also reported organic 

sales growth of 5%, beating forecasts, and 
also raised its full-year guidance for revenue 
and operating income.

Schlumberger SLB, the oil field services 
company beat forecasts by 3 cents with 
adjusted quarterly profit of 43 cents per 
share and revenue was above forecasts.

E* Trade Financial ETFC reported quarterly 
earnings of $1.08 per share, 7 cents a share 
above estimates and revenue beat forecasts.

HEADLINERS

Economic growth is slowing, and Bloomberg 
Economic predicts that the US economy has a 
27% chance of slipping into recession in the 
next year. That is higher than last year but well 
below the probability before the last 
recession.

The fourth Democratic debate took place on 
Tuesday, with 12 candidates sparring over 
issues ranging from health care to foreign 
relations.  

US retail sales disappointed in September, 
falling for the first time in seven months.

On Friday, The Trump administration imposed 
25% tariffs on EU goods including French wine, 
Italian cheese and single malt whisky in 
retaliation for EU subsidies on large aircraft.

US state and local governments are poised to 
sell municipal bonds at the fastest pace in 
almost two years as they take advantage of 
lower interest rates and strong investor 
demand.



The true cost of raising a child may be far more than you expect.
How so? Click to find out.

                                                                                             -Randall Fielder 
                                                              (713-955-3555, randall@park10financial.com)
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THE WEEK AHEAD

THE HALF MILLION DOLLAR BABY 
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